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FourCast®2 Tables
For learning, for eating, for working, or for
socializing, the FourCast®2 Tables are a collection
of durable and versatile tables that can stand up
to high use. Discover how the thoughtful details
built into these designs create an incredibly
functional and efficient space for any activity.

On the Surface
You can count on the Wilsonart Laminate
surface on the FourCast®2 Tables to hold up
through plenty of use. Easy to clean and resistant
to scratching, this reliable material is ready for
any job.

To Have and to Fold
Modern spaces need to be flexible, and having
the ability to quickly adapt to changing needs is
critical. The folding feature of FourCast®2 Tables
allows the tables to be easily stored away, while
the built-in castors on 2 legs let a single user move
the tables with ease - small details that lead to big
time-savings.

The Perfect Pair
A great table can only serve you so well without a
great seat. The FourCast®2 and FourSure® Chair
Collections are the ideal companions to the table
series and offer exceptional customization options
as well as an incredibly comfortable seat.

Hang in There
Make way for easy cleaning by utilizing the
optional chair suspension tracks that can be
conveniently added to any FourCast®2 Table.
With this handy tool, you’ll save time and avoid
wear-and-tear on tabletops and chairs alike by
refraining from stacking chairs on top of tables.
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Clever Design for Everyday Use
With its thoughtful details, the FourCast®2 Table Collection takes a simple design and elevates it to an
extremely functional solution for public spaces.
For the most up-to-date product information, please visit hightoweraccess.com.

MODELS:

Four® Eating Table
3 Rectangular Sizes

Four® Eating Table
Round

Table Trolley

Four® Standing Table

FourReal®741 Flake Table
Diamond Shape

Four®Mat Table
Round

FourReal®A Table
Cafe Height

FourCast®2 LINE
Poly Seat
Sled Base

FourCast®2 FOUR
Fully Upholstered Seat
4-Leg Base

FourSure®44 Stacker
Interior Upholstery
4-Leg Base

FourSure®88 Stacker
Poly Seat
Sled Base

Four® Learning Table

PLAYS WELL WITH:

This product has one or more sustainable attributes. Refer to hightoweraccess.com/sustainability for more information.
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